
DIGIMON CARD GAME DIMENSIONAL PHASE [BT11]

BT11
№ Card Name Ｑ Ａ

BT11-005 Koromon

1

If both this Digimon with [Greymon] in its name
and an opponent's Digimon are deleted at the
same time, will this card's inherited effect
activate?

No, it doesnʼt.

BT11-006 Tsunomon

1

Does this card's inherited effect activate even
when a card is trashed from my hand by my my
opponent's effect?

Yes, it activates.

2

Does this card's inherited effect activate even
when this card is trashed from my hand by my
own effect and not my opponent's effect?

Yes, it activates.

BT11-007 Biyomon

1

If the red Tamer cards among the cards revealed
from my deck do not have the [Vaccine] trait,
does that mean I can't add any cards to my hand?

No, even if it does not have the [Vaccine] trait,
you can add 1 red Tamer card to your hand.
However, you can't add a red Digimon card to
your hand if it doesn't have the [Vaccine] trait.

2

This cardʼs effect reveals 3 cards. If the cards
revealed only include either a red Digimon card
with the [Vaccine] trait or a red Tamer card, can I
still add a card to my hand?

Yes, as long as either a red Digimon card with the
[Vaccine] trait or a red Tamer card is among the
cards revealed, you can add it to your hand.

3

This card's effect reveals 3 cards. If both a red
Digimon card with the [Vaccine] trait and a red
Tamer card are among the cards revealed, can I
choose to only add one of them to my hand, and
place the remaining cards at the bottom of my
deck?

No. This card's effect reads “Add 1 red Digimon
card [...] and 1 red Tamer card among them to
your hand,” so you must add as many cards to
your hand as possible.

4

If both a Digimon with this card in its digivolution
cards and my only red Tamer are deleted at the
same time, does the "gain 1 memory" effect
activate?

No, it doesnʼt activate if your only red Tamer in
play is deleted at the same time as your Digimon
with this card in its digivolution cards.

BT11-008 Bearmon

1

If I attack my opponent using a Digimon with this
card in its digivolution cards and my opponent
activates <Blocker>, does this card's inherited
effect activate?

Yes. <Blocker> causes the attack target to be
switched, so the effect activates.

BT11-009 Shoutmon + Star Sword

1

Does "The name of this card/Digimon is also
treated as [Shoutmon]/[Starmons]" mean that I
can choose it for the target of an effect that only
targets [Shoutmon] or [Starmons]?

Yes, you can choose it as a target.

BT11-010 Grizzlymon

1

If I attack my opponent using a Digimon with this
card in its digivolution cards and my opponent
activates <Blocker>, does this card's inherited
effect activate?

Yes. <Blocker> causes the attack target to be
switched, so the effect activates.

BT11-012 Shoutmon X3

1

Can I use this card's [On Play] effect to add a card
to my hand when only 1 card with the [Xros
Heart] trait or [Blue Flare] trait is among the
revealed cards?

Yes, you can.
In such cases, you add as many cards to your
hand as possible.

2

Is this card's [Start of Your Turn] effect
mandatory?

No, it is optional.



BT11-016 Phoenixmon

1

Does this card's [My Turn] effect allow this card's
[On Deletion] effect to be activated twice when I
use one of my Digimon with <Security Attack
+1> to check 2 cards in my opponent's security
stack?

No, it doesn't.
This effect is triggered "When a card is removed
from your opponent's security stack," so even
when you check multiple cards in your opponent's
security stack, it is triggered upon the first check,
then you choose whether to activate it or not.
Also, this is a [Once Per Turn] effect, so if you
activate this effect when a card is removed from
their security stack upon the first check, you can't
activate the effect again upon the next check.

2

Does "with [Avian], [Bird], [Beast], [Animal] or
[Sovereign] in one of its traits (other than [Sea
Animal])" mean that all traits with the [Avian],
[Bird], [Beast], [Animal] or [Sovereign] text other
than [Sea Animal] are included regardless of other
words or pluralizations?

Yes. Other than [Sea Animal], all traits with
[Avian], [Bird], [Beast], [Animal] or [Sovereign]
are applicable regardless of other words or
pluralizations.

3

What does "For each red Tamer you have in play,
add 2000 to the maximum DP of the card you can
play by this effect" on this card mean?

It means that you can use this card's [On
Deletion] effect to play "1 red Digimon with
[Avian], [Bird], [Beast], [Animal] or [Sovereign]
in one of its traits (other than [Sea Animal]), and
3000 DP or less," and if you have a red Tamer
when this effect is activated, you add 2000 to the
maximum DP for the "3000 DP or less" restriction.
For example, you can play 1 Digimon card with
5000 DP or less if you have 1 red Tamer, and you
can play 1 Digimon card with 7000 DP or less if
you have 2 red Tamers.

4

Can I use this card's "For each red Tamer you
have in play, add 2000 to the maximum DP of the
card you can play by this effect" effect to add
2000 to the maximum DP of my Digimon played
with effects other than this card's effects?

No, you can't.
It only affects the [On Deletion] effect on this card
itself.

BT11-017 Marsmon

1

If I attack my opponent using this Digimon and
my opponent activates <Blocker>, does this
card's [Your Turn] effect activate?

Yes. <Blocker> causes the attack target to be
switched, so the effect activates.

BT11-018 Shoutmon DX

1

Does "The name of this card/Digimon is also
treated as [OmniShoutmon]/[ZeigGreymon]"
mean that I can choose it for the target of an
effect that only targets [OmniShoutmon] or
[ZeigGreymon]?

Yes, you can choose it as a target.

BT11-020 Gaomon

1

If the cards revealed only include either a Digimon
card with [Gaogamon] in its name or a blue
Tamer card, can I still add a card to my hand
using this effect?

Yes, as long as either a Digimon card with
[Gaogamon] in its name or a blue Tamer card is
among the cards revealed, you can add it to your
hand.

2

If both a Digimon card with [Gaogamon] in its
name and a blue Tamer are among the cards
revealed, can I choose to only add one of them to
my hand and trash the remaining card using this
effect?

No. This card's effect reads “Add 1 Digimon card
[...] and 1 blue Tamer card among them to your
hand,” so you must add as many cards to your
hand as possible.

BT11-023 Veemon

1

If the cards revealed only include either a Digimon
card with [Veedramon] in its name or a blue
Tamer card, can I still add a card to my hand
using this effect?

Yes, as long as either a Digimon card with
[Veedramon] in its name or a blue Tamer card is
among the cards revealed, you can add it to your
hand.

2

This cardʼs effect reveals 3 cards. If both a
Digimon card with [Veedramon] in its name and a
blue Tamer are among the cards revealed, can I
choose to only add one of them to my hand, and
place the remaining cards at the bottom of my
deck?

No. This card's effect reads “Add 1 Digimon card
[...] and 1 blue Tamer card among them to your
hand,” so you must add as many cards to your
hand as possible.



BT11-030
MetalGreymon + Cyber Launcher

1

Does "The name of this card/Digimon is also
treated as [MetalGreymon]/[Cyberdramon]" mean
that I can choose it for the target of an effect that
only targets [MetalGreymon] or [Cyberdramon]?

Yes, you can choose it as a target.

2

Can I activate this card's "If [Cyberdramon] is in
this Digimon's digivolution cards" effect if it has
another copy of this card in its digivolution cards?

Yes, you can.

BT11-033 MirageGaogamon

1

Can the [Security] effect of the card added to the
hand with this card's "your opponent adds the top
card of their security stack to their hand" effect be
activated?

No, since the card was not revealed by a security
check, its [Security] effect can't be activated.

BT11-037 Kotemon

1

What happens if this Digimon is affected by an
effect that forces an attack?

This Digimon can't attack players, so it will attack
one of your opponent's Digimon.
The attack won't be performed in cases where
your opponent doesn't have any Digimon that can
be attack targets, such as when your opponent
doesn't have any suspended Digimon.

BT11-038 Angemon

1

If this card and one of my purple Digimon or
Tamers are deleted at the same time, removing
all my purple cards from the battle area, does this
card's [On Deletion] effect activate?

No, it doesnʼt.

BT11-040 Sukamon

1

Can this card's inherited effect delete an
opponent's [Sukamon] to prevent itself from being
deleted?

Yes, you can.

2

Both you and your opponent have 1 Digimon with
[Sukamon] in its name and this card as a
digivolution card. When those Digimon are
deleted, what will happen if both players activate
this card's inherited effect?

Both Digimon activate its inherited effect once,
and only the Digimon that activated it later will
remain in the Battle Area.
 An interrupting “When <something> would”
effect will trigger and activate only once during a
series of effects derived from the activation of one
effect, even if it is not a [Once Per Turn] effect.
 After all pending effects are processed, it can be
triggered and activated again.

BT11-041 Etemon

1

Can this card's inherited effect delete an
opponent's [Sukamon] to prevent itself from being
deleted?

Yes, you can.

2

Both you and your opponent have 1 Digimon with
[Sukamon] in its name and this card as a
digivolution card. When those Digimon are
deleted, what will happen if both players activate
this card's inherited effect?

Both Digimon activate their inherited effect once,
and only the Digimon that activated it later will
remain in the Battle Area.
 An interrupting “When <something> would”
effect will trigger and activate only once during a
series of effects derived from the activation of one
effect, even if it is not a [Once Per Turn] effect.
 After all pending effects are processed, it can be
triggered and activated again.

BT11-042 Angewomon

1

What does "You may search your security stack"
mean?

You may look at all the cards in your security
stack without revealing them to your opponent.
 Then, choose 1 card to add to your hand, reveal
only that card to your opponent and add it to your
hand.

BT11-043 KingSukamon

1

Can this card's inherited effect delete an
opponent's [Sukamon] to prevent itself from being
deleted?

Yes, you can.



2

My opponent and I have 1 each of a Digimon with
[Sukamon] in its name and this card in its
digivolution cards. What happens when those
Digimon are deleted and both our copies of this
card's inherited effect activate?

The inherited effect activates once on both copies,
and only the Digimon for the second one that
activated will remain in the battle area.
 Even if they are not a [Once Per Turn] effect,
"When" and "Would" effects that interrupt when
they activate are only triggered/activated once
during the period for a set of effects derived from
the activation of a single effect.
 After all derived effects have processed, it can be
triggered/activated again.

3

If this card's [On Play][When Digivolving] effect
activates on an opponent's Digimon with a "The
name of this card/Digimon is also treated as [XX]"
or "This Digimon is also treated as [another
color]" effect, what happens to my opponent's
Digimon?

The Digimon will be changed to a white Digimon
with an original name of [Sukamon], but it does
not lose the "also treated as" effect, so it is also
treated as the name or color from that effect as
well as a white [Sukamon].

4

If this card's [On Play] [When Digivolving] effect is
activated on an my opponent's [ST12-13
Sistermon Ciel], [BT6-084 Sistermon Ciel] or
[BT7-083 Sistermon Ciel (Awakened)], what
happens to that Digimon?

The name of the cards [ST12-13 Sistermon Ciel]
and [BT6-084 Sistermon Ciel] is also treated as
[Sistermon Noir], and the name of the card [BT7-
083 Sistermon Ciel (Awakened)] is also treated as
[Sistermon Noir (Awakened)], but this is a game
rule and not an effect, so if this card's [On Play]
[When Digivolving] effect is activated in one of
those cards, its name will be changed to
[Sukamon] and its name will no longer be treated
as [Sistermon Noir] or [Sistermon Noir
(Awakened)].

BT11-044 MetalEtemon

1

From the cards revealed with this card's effect,
can I choose cards whose total play costs add up
to less than 7 on purpose?

Yes, you can choose any number as long as the
total play costs add up to 7 or less.

BT11-045 ClavisAngemon

1

When an opponent's Digimon with <Security
Attack+1> would check 2 security cards, can I
activate this card's [Opponent's Turn] effect "1 of
your opponent's Digimon gets -4000 DP" twice?

Yes, you can. This effect is activated every time a
security card is checked.

BT11-054 Panjyamon

1

Can this card be selected as the target of an effect
that targets exactly [Leomon] due to the effect
"This card/Digimon is also treated as having
[Leomon] in its name"?

No, you can't.
 This card's name is treated as having [Leomon]
in its name, but it is not treated as [Leomon].

BT11-055 MetalTyrannomon

1

If I use this cardʼs effect when I have 2 green or
black Tamer cards, do 2 of my opponent's
Digimon suspend and then can't unsuspend during
my opponent's next unsuspend phase?

No, for each green or black Tamer you have in
play, this effect suspends 1 of your opponent's
Digimon, but only 1 of your opponent's suspended
Digimon can't unsuspend during your opponent's
next unsuspend phase.
You can choose from your opponent's already
suspended Digimon for the target Digimon in
addition to the Digimon suspended by this cardʼs
effect.

BT11-056 Jijimon

1

Can I intentionally choose cards with lower costs
from among the cards revealed by this cardʼs
effect so that the total play costs add up to less
than 10?

Yes, you can choose any of the cards as long as
the total play costs add up to 10 or less.

2

Can I use this card's [When Attacking] effect to
reveal 2 cards from the top of my deck when I
have a green and black 2-color Tamer?

No, you can't.
A 2-color Tamer still counts as 1 Tamer.

BT11-057 Titamon

1

Can I use this card's [When Digivolving] effect to
trash 3 cards in my hand even when my opponent
has 2 or fewer Digimon?

Yes, you can.

BT11-059 RustTyrannomon

1

Can I use this card's effect to reduce the
digivolution cost by 2 when I have a green and
black 2-color Tamer?

No, you can't.
A 2-color Tamer still counts as 1 Tamer.



BT11-061 Vemmon

1

If there are no [Snatchmon], [Destromon],
[Galactimon], or [Fusionize] among the cards
revealed by this card's effect, can I place 1
[Vemmon] under this Digimon as its bottom
digivolution card?

Yes, you can place 1 [Vemmon] as a digivolution
card even when none of those cards are among
the revealed cards.

BT11-062 Agumon (X Antibody)

1

If the cards revealed only include either a Digimon
card with [Greymon] or [X Antibody] in its name
or a black Tamer, can I still add a card to my
hand using this effect?

Yes, as long as either a Digimon card with
[Greymon] or [X Antibody] in its name or a black
Tamer card is among the cards revealed, you can
add it to your hand.

2

If both a Digimon card with [Greymon] or [X
Antibody] in its name and a black Tamer are
among the cards revealed, can I choose to only
add one of them to my hand, and place the
remaining cards at the bottom of my deck using
this effect?

No. This card's effect reads “Add 1 card [...] and 1
black Tamer card among them to your hand,” so
you must add as many cards to your hand as
possible.

BT11-063 Geremon

1

Does "The name of this card/Digimon is also
treated as [Numemon]" mean that I can choose it
for the target of an effect that targets
[Numemon]?

Yes, you can choose it as a target.

BT11-069 MetalGreymon (X Antibody)

1

Does this card's "When a Digimon becomes
unsuspended" inherited effect activate even when
my opponent's Digimon becomes unsuspended?

Yes, it activates.

BT11-071 MusouKnightmon

1

Does "This card/Digimon is also treated as if it's
[DarkKnightmon] and [Tuwarmon]" mean that I
can choose it for the target of an effect that
targets [DarkKnightmon] or [Tuwarmon]?

Yes, you can choose it as a target.

BT11-072 Machinedramon

1

If there is no [Analogman] among the cards
revealed by this card's effect, can I add 1 card
with the [Cyborg] or [Machine] trait to my hand
or place it under this Digimon as its bottom
digivolution card?

Yes, you can add 1 card with the [Cyborg] or
[Machine] trait to your hand or place it under this
Digimon as its bottom digivolution card even
when no [Analogman] is among the revealed
cards.

2

If there's no [Machinedramon] in my hand, can I
place 1 of my [Analogman] at the bottom of its
owner's deck with this card's [On Deletion] effect?

Yes, you can.

BT11-074 BlackWarGreymon (X Antibody)

1

An opponent's Digimon without the highest DP
attacks, and by using a [When Attacking] effect to
increase its DP, it becomes the Digimon with the
highest DP. In such cases, can the target of the
attack be switched to this Digimon with this card's
[Opponent's Turn] effect?

No, you can't.
 If Digimon did not have the highest DP when the
attack was declared, this card's [Opponent's Turn]
effect can't be activated.

2

Does this card's "When a Digimon becomes
unsuspended" effect activate even when my
opponent's Digimon becomes unsuspended?

Yes, it activates.

BT11-076 Ignitemon

1

If a Digimon card with DigiXros requirements is
played by an effect and this card is placed in the
digivolution cards by a DigiXros, does this card's
inherited effect activate when a Digimon card with
this card in its digivolution cards is played by an
effect?

Yes, it activates.

BT11-077 Chikurimon

1

When this card was played, an already activated
DP-reducing effect reduced this card's DP to 0 and
deleted it. In such cases, can I activate the [On
Play] effect by considering the "By deleting this
Digimon" condition to be fulfilled?

No, you can't.
If its DP is reduced to 0 and it is deleted when
played, you can't activate the [On Play] effect.
Also, the "By deleting this Digimon" condition is
not fulfilled when this Digimon is deleted by
another effect or rule.

BT11-082 Tuwarmon

1

When an effect would delete this Digimon and one
of my [Yuu Amano] cards at the same time, does
this cardʼs effect prevent my [Yuu Amano] card
from being deleted?

Yes, it is not deleted.



BT11-083 LadyDevimon

1

Can I use this card's [When Digivolving] effect to
return the trashed card from my trash to my hand
if 1 [Mirei Mikagura] or 1 card with the [Angel],
[Archangel], or [Fallen Angel] trait is trashed from
my hand?

Yes, you can.

BT11-085 WaruSeadramon

1

With this card's effect, can a blue level 3 Digimon
card be played from one of my purple Digimon's
digivolution cards, or a purple level 3 Digimon
card be played from one of my blue Digimon's
digivolution cards?

Yes, you can.

2

[EX3-023 Plesiomon]'s [When Digivolving] effect
plays a level 4 Digimon card from digivolution
cards and places this card under it as a
digivolution card from the hand. At this timing,
does this card's inherited effect activate?

No, it does not. Since this card was not a
digivolution card when [EX3-023 Plesiomon]'s
effect played a level 4 Digimon card from
digivolution cards, its inherited effect can't be
activated.

BT11-086 Mervamon

1

Does "When you would play this card, you can
also place cards from your trash in digivolution
cards for a DigiXros" mean that you can place
cards from your hand, batle area and trash as
digivolution cards for a DigiXros?

Yes, that's correct.
 In addition to Digimon from the hand or battle
area, you may also place cards from the trash as
digivolution cards for a DigiXros.

2

If this card is played by DigiXrosing, if there's 2 or
more purple level 4 or lower Digimon cards or
level 4 or lower Digimon cards with the [Xros
Heart] trait, can I play only 1 instead?

No, you can't.
 If there are 2 or more cards that can be targeted
in your trash, you must either play 2 of them or
none.

BT11-087 Lilithmon

1

With this card's [On Play] effect, can I place cards
under 1 of my Tamers if I didn't add cards with
[Bagra Army] in one of their traits from the trash
to my hand?

No you can't.
 First you must add 1 or 2 cards with [Bagra
Army] in one of their traits from your trash to
your hand, and then place 1 or 2 cards with the
[Bagra Army] trait under one of your Tamers. If
you don't add cards to your hand, you can't place
cards under your Tamer.

BT11-088 Bagramon

1

With this card's [On Play] [When Digivolving]
effect, if my opponent has 2 or more Digimon in
play, does this card's effect to look at your
opponent's hand and trash 1 card in it activate?

No, it doesn't activate.

2

When I perform "place 1 of your opponent's
Digimon under 1 of your opponent's other
Digimon as its bottom digivolution card" in this
card's [On Play][When Digivolving] effect, are the
digivolution cards that were under my opponent's
Digimon placed along with that Digimon?

No, a Digimon's digivolution cards are trashed
when it is placed as another Digimon's digivolution
card.

BT11-111 Galacticmon

1

Can I activate this card's [All Turns] effect and
place 4 [Vemmon] at the bottom of their owners'
decks to prevent it from leaving the battle area
when this Digimon is affected by a <De-
Digivolve> effect?

No, you can't.
<De-Digivolve> is not considered an effect where
a Digimon would leave the battle area.

2

What does this card's "When this Digimon would
leave the battle area" mean, exactly?

"When this Digimon would leave the battle area"
refers to one of the following statuses: "placed in
trash due to deletion," "returned to hand/deck,"
"placed in security stack," "moved to an area
other than the battle area," or "placed in another
Digimon's digivolution cards."

3

Can I activate this card's [All Turns] effect and
place 4 [Vemmon] at the bottom of their owners'
decks to prevent it from leaving the battle area
when this Digimon is returned to my deck or
placed in my security stack?

Yes, you can activate it when this Digimon is
affected by effect that moves it to one of those
areas.



4

Can I activate this card's [Start of Your Main
Phase] effect if an effect at the start of my turn or
during my unsuspend phase or breeding phase
causes the memory counter to move to my
opponent's side and it becomes my opponent's
turn?

No, it doesn't activate if it becomes your
opponent's turn before your main phase.

BT11-089 Akiho Rindou

1

Does "with [Avian], [Bird], [Beast], [Animal] or
[Sovereign] in one of its traits (other than [Sea
Animal])" mean that all traits with the [Avian],
[Bird], [Beast], [Animal] or [Sovereign] text other
than [Sea Animal] are included regardless of other
words or pluralizations?

Yes. Other than [Sea Animal], all traits with
[Avian], [Bird], [Beast], [Animal] or [Sovereign]
are applicable regardless of other words or
pluralizations.

BT11-090 Nicolai Petrov

1

Can I activate this card's [Start of Your Main
Phase] effect if an effect at the start of my turn or
during my unsuspend phase or breeding phase
causes the memory counter to move to my
opponent's side and it becomes my opponent's
turn?

No, it doesn't activate if it becomes your
opponent's turn before your main phase.

BT11-092 Analogman

1

Can I activate this card's [Start of Your Main
Phase] effect if an effect at the start of my turn or
during my unsuspend phase or breeding phase
causes the memory counter to move to my
opponent's side and it becomes my opponent's
turn?

No, it doesn't activate if it becomes your
opponent's turn before your main phase.

2

An opponent's Digimon attacks me directly, and
activates the effect of <Raid> to switch the attack
to a Digimon. In such cases, can I still switch the
attack target with this card's [Opponent's Turn]
effect?

Yes, if your opponent declared an attack against
you when declaring their attack target, you can
still switch the attack target.

BT11-093 Yuuya Kuga

1

My Digimon is affected by this card's "isn't
affected by your opponent's Option cards" effect.
Is it affected by the [Security] effect of my
opponent's Option cards?

No, it isn't affected.

2

My opponent uses [EX1-068 Ice Wall!] while one
of my Digimon is affected by this card's "isn't
affected by your opponent's Option cards" effect.
If it becomes my next turn and this card's effect
expires, will that Digimon have the "[When
Attacking] Lose 2 memory" effect?

Yes, this card's "isn't affected by your opponent's
Option cards" effect expires while the effect of
[EX1-068 Ice Wall!] is still active, so that Digimon
will have [EX1-068 Ice Wall!]'s "[When Attacking]
Lose 2 memory" effect.

3

My opponent uses [EX1-068 Ice Wall!] and I
activate this card's "isn't affected by your
opponent's Option cards" effect on one of my
Digimon that has "[When Attacking] Lose 2
memory". What happens with the "[When
Attacking] Lose 2 memory" effect in such cases?

Since that Digimon isn't affected by your
opponent's Option cards anymore, [EX1-068 Ice
Wall!]'s "[When Attacking] Lose 2 memory" effect
ends.

BT11-094 Mirei Mikagura

1

What does this card's [Your Turn] effect mean? This effect means that, if one of your Digimon
digivolves into [Angewomon], you may play
[LadyDevimon] from your hand without paying
the cost, or if one of your Digimon digivolves into
[LadyDevimon], you may play [Angewomon] from
your hand without paying the cost.

2

Can I play [Angewomon] if one of my Digimon
digivolves into [Angewomon], or [LadyDevimon] if
one of my Digimon digivolves into [LadyDevimon]
with this card's [Your Turn] effect?

No, you can't.

BT11-095 Taiki, Kiriha, & Nene

1

Can I activate this card's [Start of Your Main
Phase] effect if an effect at the start of my turn or
during my unsuspend phase or breeding phase
causes the memory counter to move to my
opponent's side and it becomes my opponent's
turn?

No, it doesn't activate if it becomes your
opponent's turn before your main phase.



2

What does this card's "by suspending this Tamer,
you may place cards from under your Tamers as
digivolution cards for a DigiXros" effect do,
exactly?

When you play a Digimon card with DigiXros
requirements, normally you can only DigiXros with
Digimon from your hand or battle area. However,
this effect also allows you to DigiXros with
Digimon cards placed under a Tamer.

3

Does this card's [Your Turn] effect also allow me
to DigiXros with cards placed under a Tamer other
than this Tamer?

Yes, it does.

4

Does this card's [Your Turn] effect also allow me
to DigiXros using the digivolution cards of a
Digimon that digivolved from a Tamer?

No, it doesn't.

5

Can I activate this card's effect when I would play
2 or more Digimon with DigiXros requirements
with an effect at the same time?

No, since this card's effect reads "When you would
play 1 Digimon card with DigiXros requirements",
if you would play 2 or more Digimon cards at the
same time, you can't activate the effect.

6

Can I activate this card's effect when I play 1
Digimon card with DigiXros requirements and
other Digimon cards without DigiXros
requirements with an effect at the same time?

No you can't.
 This effect can only be activated when you would
play 1 Digimon card with DigiXros conditions.

BT11-112 Rina Shinomiya

1

When one of my Digimon with [Veedramon] in its
name without a [When Digivolving] effect
becomes suspended, can I suspend this card?

Yes you can. In such cases, even if there's no
[When Digivolving] effect to target with this
effect, this card still becomes suspended.

2

My Digimon with [Veedramon] in its name attacks
and becomes suspended. After that, it digivolves
into a different Digimon with the [When
Attacking] effect of [BT9-109 X Antibody] in its
digivolution cards. If the card it digivolved into has
a [When Digivolving], if I suspend this card with
this card's [All Turns] effect, can I activate the
[When Digivolving] effect of the card it digivolved
into?

Yes, you can.

BT11-098 Maelstrom

1

If I don't have any Digimon with [Seadramon] in
its name, and use this card's effect to play a
Digimon card Seadramon] in its name from the
digivolution cards of one of my blue Digimon,
does the effect to "return 1 of your opponent's
level 4 or lower Digimon to the bottom of its
owner's deck" activate?

Yes, the effect will activate since a Digimon with
[Seadramon] in its name was played earlier.

BT11-102 High Mega Blaster

1

Can I suspend only 1 of my opponent's Digimon,
or none of their Digimon, if I use this card's effect
while they have 2 or more Digimon that can be
suspended?

No, you can't.
 The effect reads "Suspend 2 of your opponent's
Digimon", so suspend 2 as possible.

BT11-104 Buster Dive

1

Can I attack one of my opponent's unsuspended
Digimon with this card's effect?

No you can't

BT11-105 Fusionize

1

Can I place 1 [Vemmon] under one of my
Digimon's digivolution cards with this card's effect
even if there's no [Destromon] or [Galacticmon] in
my trash?

Yes, you can.

BT11-107 Hades Force

1

Can I choose cards so that the combined play cost
is lower than the play cost of 1 of my Digimon
with [Greymon] in their name on purpose with
this card's effect?

Yes, you can.

2

Can I attack with one of my Digimon with
[Greymon] in its name that is suspended or was
played this turn with this card's effect?

No, you can't.
 This card's effect does not allow you to attack
with Digimon that can't attack.

3

Does the [When Attacking] effect of my Digimon
with [Greymon] in its name activates when it
attacks with this card's effect?

Yes, it activates.



4

Can I attack one of my opponent's Digimon
instead of a player with one of my Digimon with
[Greymon] in its name that has the effect "This
Digimon can also attack your opponent's
unsuspended Digimon" with this card's effect?

No, you can't.
 This card's effect only allows you to attack a
player.

BT11-109 Astral Snatcher

1

When I activate this card's "place 1 of your
opponent's Digimon under 1 of your opponent's
other Digimon as its bottom digivolution card"
effect, are the digivolution cards that were under
my opponent's Digimon placed along with that
Digimon?

No, a Digimon's digivolution cards are trashed
when it is placed as another Digimon's digivolution
card.


